Print - Mr Foote as Fondlewife

Object: Print

Place of origin: London (published)

Date: 31 August 1776 (published)

Artist/Maker: Walker (engraver)

Lowndes and Partners - T. (publisher)

Materials and Techniques: Engraving, printed ink on paper

Credit Line: Harry R. Beard Collection, given by Isobel Beard

Museum number: S.772-2013

Gallery location: In Storage

Public access description

Descriptive line
Print depicting Samuel Foote as Fondlewife in The Old Batchelor, published by Lowndes & Partners, London, 31st August 1776, Harry Beard Collection

Physical description
Print depicting Samuel Foote as Fondlewife in The Old Batchelor.

Dimensions
Height: 25.0 cm, Width: 18 cm

Museum number
S.772-2013

URL
http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O1261114/mr-foote-as-fondlewife-print-walker/